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Conference Venue
The venue of the conference is Beckmanns Hof, located on the university campus.
(Warning: there is also a hotel in Bochum called Beckmannshof which is different
from our Beckmanns Hof!)
The conference will be held in room ‘Shanghai’ on the ground floor.

, Getting from Bochum Hauptbahnhof to the Ruhr University of
Bochum: From Bochum Hauptbahnhof (central station) take the U35 to-
wards Bochum Querenburg (Hustadt) and get out at stop “Ruhr Universität”.
(Ticket needed: Preisstufe A, e2,70). On weekdays the subway U35 leaves
every 5 minutes and reaches the university within 9 minutes.

, Getting from the U-Bahn stop “Ruhr Universität” to Beckmanns
Hof: From the train station of the U35 (“Ruhr Universität”) go up the pedes-
trian bridge, turn right from the exit and walk towards the university. Your
route takes you directly to the building of the university library. Keep walking
till you pass the University library on your right, and continue until you reach
the University “Mensa” building. Pass by the “Mensa” by walking down the
stairs, cross a campus street and a parking lot, and further walk down to the
Beckmanns Hof. (Around 10 min. walk in total.)



Program

Tuesday July 18th, 2017

09:30 - 09:45 Opening

09:45 - 11:00 Gregor Betz

Deductive Arguments, Practical Reasons, and Probabilistic
Confirmation

11:00 - 11:30 Break

11:30 - 12:00 Roland Poellinger

Relevance, Similarity, and Analogy in Pharmacology – a
Bayesian Reconstruction

12:00 - 12:30 Slobodan Perović

How Theories of Induction Can Fruitfully Constrain the
Metrics of Scientific Performance

12:30 - 13:00 Hannah Rubin and Cailin O’Connor

Discrimination and Collaboration in Science

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch

14:30 - 15:00 AnneMarie Borg, Daniel Frey, Dunja Šešelja and Christian
Straßer

Examining Network Effects in the Argumentative Agent-Based
Model of Scientific Inquiry

15:00 - 15:30 Marcos Cramer and Jérémie Dauphin

Structured Argumentation Theory with Explanations and
Natural-Deduction Style Arguments

15:30 - 16:00 Marta Sznajder

Theory dynamics via conceptual spaces

16:00 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 17:00 Remco Heesen and Jan-Willem Romeijn

Epistemic diversity and Editor Decisions: A Statistical Matthew
Effect

17:00 - 17:30 Jesús Zamora Bonilla

Social mechanisms in science: a game–theoretic approach

17:30 - 18:00 Michael Thicke

Using Citation-Mapping to Assess Economic Models of Science:
A Case Study of Cooperation in Climate Science

19:00 Conference Dinner



Wednesday July 19th, 2017

09:45 - 11:00 Leah Henderson

Hierarchical Bayesian models as a perspective on empirical
support in science

11:00 - 11:30 Break

11:30 - 12:00 Corinna Günth

Reasoning with False Evidence

12:00 - 12:30 François Claveau and Olivier Grenier

Variety in Evidence Amalgamation : A more Systematic
Bayesian Analysis

12:30 - 13:00 Barbara Osimani

Reliability and replication: statistics meets formal epistemology

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch

14:30 - 15:00 Christoph Merdes

Strategic Opinion Formation

15:00 - 15:30 Mike D Schneider

The non-epistemic origins of research strongholds

15:30 - 16:00 Daniel Frey and Dunja Šešelja

Robustness and idealizations in agent-based models of scientific
interaction

16:00 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 17:45 Jason McKenzie Alexander

Malcolm’s Maxim and Formal Models of Scientific Inquiry
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Abstracts of Invited Talks

Malcolm’s Maxim and Formal Models of Scientific
Inquiry July 19

16:30
Jason McKenzie Alexander

London School of Economics and Political Science

Many models of science, whether formal or computational, are what Gibbard
and Varian (1978) called caricature models. One particular feature of caricature
models is that they include both Aristotelean and Galilean idealisations: simplifying
assumptions about what is or is not relevant, as well as explicit and deliberate
misrepresentations, distortions or falsehoods. Since it is only possible to learn from
caricature models under a limited set of conditions, I consider some of the most
well-known formal models of science to see whether they can be plausibly said to
meet those conditions. I argue for a negative conclusion: either the models do not
yield any important insights into real scientific practice, or else the insights obtained
would be dangerous to apply to the real world, given the gap between the model and
target system. I introduce a new principle for guiding the construction of formal
models — Malcolm’s Maxim — and argue that, according to that principle, many
of the models considered should not have been generated in the first place.

Deductive Arguments, Practical Reasons, and
Probabilistic Confirmation July 18

9:45
Gregor Betz

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

I apply probabilistic confirmation theory (with an argumentation-theoretic fla-
vor) to establish the unity of practical and theoretical reasons. In particular, I argue
that (1) reasons for an action can be understood as reasons for the statement that
the corresponding action ought to be carried out; (2) the concept of a pro toto reason
can be analysed in terms of absolute confirmation; (3) the concept of a pro tanto
reason can be analysed in terms of relevance confirmation; (4) probabilistic confir-
mation theory can be developed in an argumentative framework without recourse
to degrees of belief.
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Hierarchical Bayesian models as a perspective on
empirical support in science July 19

9:45
Leah Henderson

University of Groningen

A scientific theory typically provides a framework consisting of certain core claims
and general structure which is developed in particular contexts into a range of spe-
cific models. Hierarchical Bayesian models can provide an illuminating formal treat-
ment of how empirical support of specific models relates to support for elements of
the core framework and how the framework itself mediates transfer of support be-
tween specific models.
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Abstracts of Contributed Talks

Examining Network Effects in the Argumentative
Agent-Based Model of Scientific Inquiry July 18

14:30
AnneMarie Borg1, Daniel Frey3, Dunja Šešelja1,2 and Christian Straßer1,2

1Ruhr-University Bochum
2Ghent University

3Heidelberg University

Agent-based models (ABMs) have in recent years been increasingly utilized as a
method for tackling socio-epistemic aspects of scientific inquiry, e.g. (Zollman, 2007,
2010; Weisberg and Muldoon, 2009; Douven, 2010; Thoma, 2015). The primary
value of this approach is that it allows for an examination of questions that would
be difficult to answer in view of qualitative methods, such as historical case studies.
One such question concerns the impact of different degrees and structures of infor-
mation flow among scientists on their efficiency in acquiring knowledge. Zollman’s
pioneering work in this domain (Zollman, 2007, 2010) suggested that highly con-
nected social networks may be epistemically harmful, and that there is a trade-off
between the success of agents and the time they need to reach a consensus. Even
though it has been shown in (Rosenstock et al., 2016) that the results of Zollman’s
models hold only for a small portion of the relevant parameter space, other struc-
turally different ABMs have come to similar conclusions as Zollman, e.g. (Grim et
al., 2009, 2013).

Recently, the conclusions drawn from the results of these models have been chal-
lenged by the findings on the basis of an alternative model, namely an argumentative
agent-based model of scientific inquiry (AABMSI) (Borg et al., 2017). The results
based on this model suggest that, even by assuming that sharing information costs
time, and given a reasonable ratio between research time and time spent on commu-
nication, a high degree of information flow in fact leads to a more efficient scientific
inquiry.

We present an improved and more encompassing version of AABMSI, aimed at
examining the effects of different social networks on the efficiency of scientific in-
quiry. Similarly to AABMSI, the current model employs abstract argumentation
(introduced by (Dung, 1995)) as its core design feature. The model represents a
situation in which scientists pursue different scientific theories, with the aim of de-
termining which one is the best. To this end, they occasionally exchange arguments
regarding their pursued theories. Since one theory is always specified as objectivey
the best one, the efficiency of scientists is measured in terms of their success in iden-
tifying the right theory, and in terms of the time they need for their exploration. In
contrast to the model presented by Borg et al. (2017) where social networks were
probabilistically generated in certain time intervals, the current model employs the
notion of social networks similar to the one used in other ABMs of science, such
as Zollman’s and Grim’s models. In addition, the current model includes a more
adequate representation of the heuristic behavior of agents.
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Agents, representing scientists, move along an argumentative landscape. The
argumentative landscape, which represents rivaling theories in a given scientific do-
main is based on a dynamic abstract argumentation framework. Similarly to Dung’s
abstract argumentation framework, the framework underlying our model consists of
a set of arguments A and an attack relation over A. In addition to attacking each
other, arguments may also be connected by a discovery relation. The latter repre-
sents the path which scientists have to take in order to discover different parts of
the given theory.

An agent discovers the argumentative landscape by investigating arguments or
by exchanging information about the landscape with other agents, connected by
so-called social networks. We distinguish between two types of social networks.

1. First, our agents are divided into collaborative networks, each made up of five
individuals, starting at the same theory. While each agent gathers information
concerning her pursued theory on her own, this information is immediately
shared with the other members of her collaborative network. This way, all
members of a collaborative network have the same knowledge of the argumen-
tative landscape.

2. Second, in certain intervals, a randomly chosen representative agent of each
collaborative network enters a specific community network. Community net-
works can take one of the following common forms: a cycle, a wheel, and a
complete graph. In this way we represent varying degrees of information flow
in the scientific community.

Our results suggest not only that a high degree of information flow is epistemi-
cally beneficial, but also that it does not lead to the trade-off between success and
the time needed for exploration (given a reasonable ratio between research time and
time spent on communication). While our ABM is still too idealized to warrant nor-
mative generalizations, it contributes to the investigation of properties that robustly
hold across different models of scientific interaction.

References
Borg, AnneMarie, Daniel Frey, Dunja Šešelja, and Christian Straßer (2017). An Ar-

gumentative Agent-Based Model of Scientific Inquiry. In: Advances in Artificial
Intelligence: From Theory to Practice: 30th International Conference on Indus-
trial Engineering and Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE
2017, Arras, France, June 27-30, 2017, Proceedings, Part I. Ed. by Salem Ben-
ferhat, Karim Tabia, and Moonis Ali. Cham: Springer International Publishing,
pp. 507–510. ISBN: 978-3-319-60042-0.

Douven, Igor (2010). Simulating Peer Disagreements. Studies in History and Phi-
losophy of Science Part A, 41(2):148–157.

Dung, Phan Minh (1995). On the Acceptability of Arguments and its Fundamen-
tal Role in Nonmonotonic Reasoning, Logic Programming and n-person Games.
Artificial Intelligence, 77:321–358.
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Grim, Patrick (2009). Threshold Phenomena in Epistemic Networks. In AAAI Fall
Symposium: Complex Adaptive Systems and the Threshold Effect, pp. 53–60.

Grim, Patrick, Daniel J Singer, Steven Fisher, Aaron Bramson, William J Berger,
Christopher Reade, Carissa Flocken, and Adam Sales (2013). Scientific Networks
on Data Landscapes: Question Difficulty, Epistemic Success, and Convergence.
Episteme, 10(04):441–464.

Rosenstock, Sarita, Cailin O’Connor, and Justin Bruner (2016). In Epistemic Net-
works, is Less Really More? Philosophy of Science.

Thoma, Johanna (2015). The Epistemic Division of Labor Revisited. Philosophy of
Science, 82(3):454–472.

Weisberg, Michael and Ryan Muldoon (2009). Epistemic Landscapes and the Divi-
sion of Cognitive Labor. Philosophy of science, 76(2):225–252.

Zollman, Kevin J. S. (2007). The Communication Structure of Epistemic Commu-
nities. Philosophy of Science, 74(5):574–587, 2007.

Zollman, Kevin J. S. (2010). The Epistemic Benefit of Transient Diversity. Erken-
ntnis, 72(1):17–35.

The Variety-of-Evidence Thesis: A Bayesian
Exploration of its Surprising Failures July 19

12:00
François Claveau and Olivier Grenier

Université de Sherbrooke

Scientists commonly seek a variety of evidential elements for or against their
hypotheses. A way to rationalize this practice is the variety-of-evidence thesis:
ceteris paribus, the strength of confirmation of a hypothesis by an evidential set
increases with the diversity of the evidential elements in that set. Although this
thesis has strong intuitive appeal for scientists and philosophers of science, formal
investigations using Bayesian epistemology have shown that the variety-of-evidence
thesis is not generally true (Bovens and Hartmann, 2003; Claveau, 2013): there are
situations where more variety decreases confirmation, ceteris paribus.

In a previous article, one of us concluded that, even if the assumptions of his
model are accepted, “the conclusion to draw about the variety-of-evidence thesis is
not straightforward.” (Claveau 2013, p. 103) Indeed, he found that, in his model, the
variety-of-evidence thesis is false only if it is highly likely that the evidential sources
are unreliable (at least 82 % likely). Claveau thus proposed a strategy to save
the variety-of-evidence thesis from refutation: it “could be interpreted as implicitly
assuming that the evidential sources are sufficiently trustworthy to begin with.”

This proposition cries out for further exploration. Since Claveau’s (2013) model
is far from being fully general, a research priority should be to investigate whether,
in different evidential structures, a high probability of unreliable sources is necessary
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for the variety-of-evidence thesis to break down. The primary goal of this paper is
to report on such an investigation. We show that Claveau’s (2013) proposal to save
the variety-of-evidence thesis from refutation by stipulating that reliability must
be minimally probable is a dead end: in extensions of his model, we find that the
variety-of-evidence thesis can sometimes break down even if evidential sources are
most probably reliable.

The evidential structure we use conforms to the following Bayesian network.

H

C1 C2

E1 E2

R1 R2

This network uses propositional variables for the target hypothesis H, the testable
consequences of this hypothesis Ci, the reliability Ri of the evidential sources and the
actual evidential reports Ei. This setup follows Bovens and Hartmann (2003), but
the dotted arrows are added to model degrees of variety following Claveau (2013),
instead of the dichotomous cases of complete versus nonexistent variety. The inno-
vation of the current model on Claveau (2013) is that it allows to formally define
two interpretations of the notion of evidential variety (instead of one): variety as
degree of unreliability independence (i.e., between the Ri as in (Claveau 2013)) and
variety as degree of testable aspect independence (i.e., between the Ci, an addition
here).

The model includes seven parameters with values in the interval [0, 1] and with
straightforward interpretations:

h0: the prior belief in the hypothesis, P (h)

p: the probability that the consequence holds given the hypothesis, P (ci|h)

q: the probability that the consequence holds given the falsity of the hypothesis,
P (ci|¬h)

r: the probability that the source is reliable, P (ri)

α: the probability that bias is toward a positive report given that the source is
biased, P (ei|¬ri)

δ: the degree of unreliability independence

γ: the degree of testable aspect independence

The last two parameters allow us to flesh out the variety-of-evidence thesis for
both interpretations of variety. The thesis maintains that, whatever the values of
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the other parameters, an increase in δ or in γ should translate in a higher probability
of the hypothesis given two positive reports, i.e. P (h|e1e2).

Our exploration of the model demonstrates that the variety-of-evidence thesis
fails to predict the direction of the strength of confirmation in a surprisingly large
fraction of the parameter space. Its performance is not too bad on the interpretation
of variety in terms of unreliability independence: it wrongly predicts for 8 % of
the parameter space. The performance is far worse for degree of testable aspect
independence, for which the prediction is erroneous over 28 % of the parameter
space. In both cases, we find that the reversal region is not restricted, contrary to
the hypothesis of Claveau (2013), to sources that are highly likely to be unreliable
(i.e., low values of ri). The variety-of-evidence thesis can lead us astray even in
situations with highly trustworthy sources.

In sum, our results offer little hope that the variety-of-evidence thesis can be
justified if it is interpreted as an exceptionless generalization. But the thesis can
still have action-guiding force as a rule-of-thumb for practitioners – at least, that is
what we propose as a tentative conclusion.

References
Bovens, L. and Hartmann, S. (2003). Bayesian Epistemology. Oxford University

Press, Oxford.

Claveau, F. (2013). The Independence Condition in the Variety-of-Evidence Thesis.
Philosophy of Science, 80(1):94–118.

Structured Argumentation Theory with
Explanations and Natural-Deduction Style

Arguments July 18
15:00

Marcos Cramer and Jérémie Dauphin
University of Luxembourg

Structured argumentation theory allows for a fine-grained model of argumenta-
tion and argumentative reasoning based on a formal language in which arguments
and counterarguments can be constructed. We propose a novel structured argu-
mentation framework ASPIC-END that enhances the well-studied structured argu-
mentation framework ASPIC+ with explanations and natural-deduction style argu-
ments in order to model scientific and philosophical reasoning and argumentation
more faithfully.

Starting with the seminal work of (Dung, 1995), formal argumentation theory
has developed into a vibrant sub-field of Artificial Intelligence which studies the
construction of arguments from logical languages, the attack-relation between a
counterargument and the argument that it attacks, and the acceptability of argu-
ments given a certain framework of arguments and attacks between them. Formal
argumentation theory consists of two main areas of study, abstract argumentation
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theory, in which the contents of arguments are abstracted away, so that the ac-
ceptability of arguments is studied only based on the attack relation between them,
and structured argumentation, which studies how to construct arguments from log-
ical languages and how to define the attack relation between arguments, and which
makes use of the methods from abstract argumentation theory to evaluate the ac-
ceptability of arguments once the attack relation has been defined.

The work presented in this talk is based on the ASPIC+ framework for struc-
tured argumentation, see (Modgil and Prakken, 2014). This is a general framework
that can be instantiated by specifying a set of strict and defeasible rules that are
intended to capture the reasoning in a specific domain that one is trying to capture
with this instantiation of the framework. Arguments can then be built from these
rules. The distinction between the two kinds of rules is relevant for the definition
of the attack relation, as arguments built only from strict rules cannot be attacked.
Intuitively, the distinction between strict and defeasible rules amounts to the dif-
ference between rules of thought or logical principles on the one hand (e.g. double
negation elimination), and defeasible principles that generally hold but allow for
exception on the other hand (e.g. that dogs generally have four legs).

Explanations play a central role in science and philosophy. Šešelja and Straßer
(2013) have proposed Explanatory Argumentation Frameworks that incorporate ex-
planations in the context of abstract argumentation. In ASPIC-END, we extend
their account to the case of structured argumentation. For each argument that
concludes a contradiction we postulate an explanandum, which can be explained
by undermining or undercutting the argument underlying the explanandum. By
incorporating explanation in structured argumentation in this way, we enhance the
applicability of structured argumentation theory to scientific and philosophical rea-
soning and argumentation.

In existing frameworks for structured argumentation like ASPIC+, arguments
are built in the same manner as proofs in a Hilbert-style proof system. However,
Hilbert-style proof systems represent natural argumentative discourse much less
faithfully than natural deduction systems. Therefore we have also incorporated
natural-deduction style arguments in ASPIC-END. This means that an argument
can introduce an assumption to reason hypothetically, as in the natural deduction
proof rules of ¬-Introduction (or proof by contradiction), →-Introduction, and ∨-
Elimination (or reasoning by cases).

The development of ASPIC-END was triggered by our attempts to use structured
argumentation to model the argumentative discourse about semantic paradoxes from
the philosophical literature, and it is this discourse on which we have tested ASPIC-
END most thoroughly. Philosophers have proposed numerous solutions of semantic
paradoxes, and have brought forward a large number of arguments and counterar-
guments for and against preferring one solution over another. The argumentation
in this context even involves arguments about which logical principles are correct
for reasoning about paradoxes or for reasoning in general, e.g. arguments for and
against accepting the Law of Excluded Middle.

The aim of our model of this discourse is to model both the reasoning required
in order to understand a given paradox, i.e. to derive some form of absurdity
based on prima facie plausible reasoning, as well as the reasoning involved in the
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exposition of various proposed solutions to the paradox and in the construction of
various arguments for and against certain proposed solutions. Usually, the aim of a
solution to the paradox is to explain the paradox by explaining where precisely the
prima facie plausible reasoning went wrong. This is how the notion of explanation
is incorporated in this model.

Additionally to incorporating explanations and natural deduction, there is a
third difference between ASPIC-END and ASPIC+ that is motivated by the need
to model arguments about the status of logical rules of inference that arise in the
context of argumentation about semantic paradoxes: ASPIC-END replaces the strict
rules of ASPIC+ by intuitively strict rules, which formalize the prima facie laws
of logic which we pre-theoretically consider to be valid without exceptions, but
which can nevertheless be given up after more careful examination, e.g. when faced
with a paradox and a possible solution to it. Unlike the strict rules of ASPIC+,
an intuitively strict rule can be attacked by another argument, but unlike for a
defeasible rule, the conclusion of an intuitive strict rule cannot be rejected if both
the antecedent of the rule and the rule itself is accepted.

In order to ensure that the ASPIC-END framework behaves as one would ratio-
nally expect, we have proved multiple rationality postulates about ASPIC-END, as
was previously done for ASPIC+ by Modgil and Prakken (2013).

So far we have only studied in detail instantiation of ASPIC-END that capture
aspects of reasoning about explanation of semantic paradoxes. The framework is
general enough to allow for a lot of choice when instantiating it for other scientific
reasoning. We have some preliminary considerations about such other instantiations
of the framework, but the work on such instantiations is still work in progress.

References
Dung, Phan Minh (1995). On the acceptability of arguments and its fundamental

role in nonmonotonic reasoning, logic programming and n-person games. Artificial
intelligence, 77(2):321–357.

Modgil, Sanjay and Henry Prakken (2013). A general account of argumentation
with preferences. Artificial Intelligence, 195:361–397.

Modgil, Sanjay and Henry Prakken (2014). The ASPIC+ framework for structured
argumentation: a tutorial. Argument & Computation, 5(1):31–62.

Šešelja, Dunja and Christian Straßer (2013). Abstract argumentation and explana-
tion applied to scientific debates. Synthese, 190(12):2195–2217.
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Robustness and Idealizations in Agent-Based
Models of Scientific Interaction July 19

15:30
Daniel Frey1 and Dunja Šešelja2,3

1Heidelberg University
2Ruhr-University Bochum

3Ghent University

The title of this paper is inspired by Muldoon and Weisberg (2011) who showed
that Kitcher and Streven’s model of the division of cognitive labor is not robust
under changes of some relevant assumptions. In this paper we conduct a similar
investigation for the agent-based model (ABM) of scientific interaction proposed by
Zollman (2010). We argue that the relevance of our results concerns not only this
particular model, but a larger class of related models, in which similar assumptions
are employed.

The aim of Zollman’s ABMs (Zollman, 2007, 2010) is to examine epistemic effects
of different social networks on the efficiency of scientists in acquiring knowledge. The
results of these models suggest that a high degree of connectedness among scientists
may be epistemically harmful. These findings have been highly influential: they have
been cited not only in the field of formal modeling, e.g. (Douven, 2010; Payette, 2012;
Grim, 2009; Muldoon, 2013; Perović et al., 2016; Holman and Bruner, 2015), but they
have also been taken seriously by philosophers of science and social epistemologists,
e.g. (Wray, 2011; Goldman and Blanchard, 2016). Nevertheless, recent examination
by (Rosenstock et al., 2016) has shown that the results of Zollman’s models hold
only for a small portion of the relevant parameter space. In addition, it has been
argued that gaining normative insights in view of these simulations requires their
empirical calibration (Martini and Pinto, 2016). This means that the link between
Zollman’s ABMs and real scientific inquiry isn’t very clear, and it poses the following
question —which can be asked for other models of scientific interaction as well: do
these ABMs provide at least partial or how-possibly explanations (Grüne-Yanoff
and Weirich, 2010; Weisberg, 2013), or do they rather represent only mathematical
possibilities that are irrelevant for the real world phenomena?

In this paper we argue that answering this question requires an analysis of the
robustness of the results under changes in idealizing assumptions, which has so
far largely been neglected in the literature on models of scientific interaction. An
exception is the investigation by (Kummerfeld and Zollman, 2016), who show that
the results of Zollman’s (2010) model change if a scientist intentionally keeps on
experimenting with an inferior theory, in which case the fully connected network may
outperform the less connected ones. Nevertheless, we show that beside one’s research
strategy, there are additional assumptions that concern the context of scientific
inquiry, and that examining the robustness of results under the changes of these
assumptions is a necessary condition for making the results relevant for the real
world phenomena.

Our approach consists of two steps. First, we explicate assumptions which are
part of idealizations present in Zollman’s (2010) ABM. We focus on those that
underlie (i) the notion of scientific interaction, and (ii) the context in which scientists
make their pursuit related decisions. Second, we propose a couple of alternative
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versions of Zollman’s ABM, in which we replace these assumptions with alternative
ones. We show that Zollman’s original results are not robust under such changes,
which means that different normative conclusions should be drawn for different
contexts of scientific inquiry.

With respect to (i) we show that interaction in Zollman’s model does not include
a critical component. Nevertheless, when scientists working on alternative theories—
the context Zollman’s ABM is supposed to model—interact, they often criticize one
another. With respect to (ii) we show that while Zollman’s scientists are able to
distinguish between the epistemic success of rivaling theories that are very similar
in this respect, this is often not the case during scientific controversies.

Hence, in our adjusted version of the model we employ the following assumptions:

1. First, when scientists interact, if one receives information that the rivaling
theory is superior, this also counts as a criticism of her own pursued theory.
Moreover, we assume that criticism is epistemically beneficial or truth con-
ducive since it allows for false beliefs to be exposed as such (Betz, 2012). We
take this view to be widely entrenched, not only in the literature on method-
ology of science, e.g. (Longino, 2002; Douglas, 2009; Chang, 2012), but also
in scientific practice (just think of the peer-review procedure, which assumes
that critical assessment has epistemic benefits and a capacity to reveal errors).

2. Second, we assume that in case evidence for two rivaling theories is very sim-
ilar (i.e. the difference between them in terms of their epistemic success falls
within a certain interval), scientists suspend their judgment as for which the-
ory is more worthy of pursuit. Instead, they assess both theories as equally
promising, until and unless one of the rivals surpasses the other beyond the
given threshold.

Our results suggest that once we incorporate these assumptions into the model,
a highly connected social network is no longer epistemically disadvantaging, even in
situations which represent difficult inquiry.

We close the paper by arguing that a similar investigation is necessary for other
ABMs of scientific interaction if they are to be of epistemic relevance for actual
scientific inquiry. Even if these models are supposed to provide only ‘how-possibly’
explanations (Reutlinger et al., 2016), their relevance cannot be established without
the analysis of the underlying assumptions, i.e. without the analysis of the robustness
of results under their changes. This is due to the fact that the represented possibility
may belong only to the space of mathematical possibilities, which are irrelevant
for the real world phenomena. As Riel (2015) points out, a mere possibility is
epistemically and pragmatically idle; instead, the given possible scenario has to
be understood within a specified context, which makes it relevant for real world
phenomena. The role of the robustness analysis under changes of the assumptions
underlying the model is precisely to help us in specifying the context in which the
given results are supposed to hold.
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This paper extends a study by Betz (2015) on the truth-conduciveness of degrees
of justification defined in a formal model of argumentation. Betz has shown that
evidence accumulation as well as argumentation is veritistically valuable, in the
sense that it improves the reliability of veritistic indicators. However, Betz’ study
is limited inasmuch as it assumes a totally correct body of evidence and considers
only degree of justification as veritistic indicator. Yet, in real debates, especially in
scientific ones, the body of evidence often contains false evidence claims, and beliefs
are often formed according to some notion of relevance confirmation. It is here that
this study makes a new contribution in investigating the veritistic value of evidence
accumulation and argumentation assuming a partly incorrect body of evidence and
two different Bayesian relevance confirmation measures as veritistic indicators.

The overall motivation of this study arises from two assumptions which are
quite uncontroversial in today’s philosophical discussions about science: Firstly,
it is assumed that empirical evidence is fallible and many of our present or past
evidential beliefs have actually been false. Secondly, it is assumed that our ability
to correctly infer the truth or falsity of a hypothesis depends on whether our body
of evidence is correct. Departing from these two basic assumptions, the following
question arises: How can we reason with false evidence and reliably infer hypotheses?
In the formal framework employed in this paper, this general question translates to:
Given some hypotheses and a body of evidence which is partly incorrect, is there a
reliable veritistic indicator, i.e. something that most of the time correctly indicates
the truth or falsity of a hypothesis?

To answer this question a Monte-Carlo analysis is performed on simulated de-
bates drawn from Betz (2013). The analysis probes, given a body of evidence with
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a certain ratio of false evidence claims, the reliability of (i) deductive entailment
and (ii) non-deductive confirmation as veritistic indicators. Based on theoretical
claims about confirmation as partial entailment stemming from Crupi et al. (2007)
and Crupi and Tentori (2013), the veritistic merit of three different confirmation
measures is analyzed:

1. the degree of so-called absolute confirmation understood as DOJ(h|e). The
concept of justification of a hypothesis given the available body of evidence,
DOJ(h|e), is taken from Betz (2012).

2. the degree of so-called relevance confirmation understood as degree of increase
of DOJ(h|e) as measured by the Bayesian confirmation measure ZP (h, e),
substituting DOJ for probability P and extending the definition in order to
include non-contingent hypothesis. ZP (h, e) has been firstly defined in Crupi
and Tentori (2010).

3. the degree of relevance confirmation understood as degree of increase ofDOJ(h|e)
as measured by the Bayesian confirmation measure FP (h, e) substituting DOJ
for probability P . FP (h, e) is taken from Fitelson (2004) and a variant of a
measure firstly defined in Kemeny and Oppenheim (1952).

Hence, this study expands upon Betz (2015) by (i) not only considering a totally
correct body of evidence but in addition a partly incorrect one and (ii) not only
considering DOJ as veritistic indicator but in addition the degree of confirmation
as measured by the Bayesian confirmation measures ZDOJ(h, e) and FDOJ(h, e).

It is in the scope of the analysis to investigate influences of higher order evidence
on the reliability of confirmation as veritistic indicator. Here, a body of evidence
is considered as first-order evidence and a statement about first-order evidence is
considered as higher order evidence. Examples for higher order evidence claims
are statements about the amount and correctness of first-order evidence, the argu-
mentative role of first-order evidence as well as the properties of the argumentative
structure into which first-order evidence is embedded. This analysis shows how
higher order evidence allows us to infer the reliability of veritistic indicators. Higher
order evidence of such kind, i.e. which affects the reliability of veritistic indicators,
can be understood as higher order evidence in the sense of Christensen (2010).

The reliability of a veritistic indicator is assessed via the probability that, given
a hypothesis h is confirmed by a body of evidence e, h is true. A certain degree
of confirmation, C(h, e) = x1, is more reliable as a veritistic indicator than another
one, C(h, e) = x2, if the probability of a hypothesis being true is much higher given
C(h, e) = x1 than given C(h, e) = x2, i.e. if P (h|C(h, e) = x1) > P (h|C2(h, e) = x2).

Furthermore, the reliability of inferences to the truth or falsity of a hypothesis
by means of veritistic indicators can be assessed by calculating the significance,
α, or power, 1 − β, of an appropriate statistical hypotheses test. The reliability
of a veritistic indicator improves if α decreases and 1 − β increases. Statistical
hypothesis testing is performed in accordance with James (2006). The hypotheses
to be tested is ¬h and it is tested against the alternative hypotheses h on the basis of
the Monte-Carlo simulations. The test statistic is given by the confirmation measure
under investigation. Concerning the space of all possible values of the confirmation
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measure, a critical region has to be chosen, i.e. a region where ¬h has to be rejected.
Firstly, the critical region, ω, is chosen such that 1− β = 0.75, secondly it is chosen
such that α = 0.05.

The main findings of these analyses are:

• As the ratio of false evidence claims increases, all veritistic indicators become
less and less reliable. This is also true for the statistical inferences from veri-
tistic indicators to hypotheses.

• DOJ , unlike Z or F , remains a reliable indicator, even if the ratio of false
evidence claims is high. (Concerning Z or F , there is, as the ratio of false evi-
dence claims increases, even a point at which dis-confirmation of a hypothesis
becomes a more reliable indicator of the hypothesis’ truth than its confirma-
tion.) So absolute confirmation is more robust vis-à-vis false evidence than
relevance confirmation.

• The statistical inferences from DOJ as veritistic indicator to hypotheses are
generally more reliable than the corresponding inferences from Z or F , even
if some evidence claims are false.

• Concerning DOJ , as soon as some evidence claims are false, inductive confir-
mation is more reliable as a veritistic indicator than deductive entailment. In
other words, inductive modes of reasoning are more robust to false evidence
than deductive ones.
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The value of epistemic diversity in the sciences and the humanities has been argued
extensively (cf. Kitcher, 1993). A scientific or scholarly discipline that harbours
more research programmes, i.e., a greater variety of methods and theories, will offer
more balanced viewpoints and is better equipped to respond to challenges. In the
organization of the process of science, we should therefore aim to facilitate diversity
in research programmes. This holds in particular for the peer-review system with
which all academic disciplines operate: a systematic bias towards a mono-culture is
detrimental to scientific progress.

Unfortunately, a systematic bias towards a more prominent research programme
seems to be inherent to the selection decisions that editors make. We are already
familiar with a number of psychological and sociological factors that underlie the
tendency of editorial decisions towards more prominent programmes. Editors may
suffer from a confirmation bias in assessing the quality of a research programme,
and they may choose conservatively among the available submissions with an eye on
the reputation of the journal. But these are not the only drivers of bias in editorial
decisions. A consequence of a recent argument from Heesen (forthcoming) is that
editors may favour submissions from a more prominent programme through a mere
information asymmetry.

The current paper picks up and develops this latter observation. As we will
argue, even if editors manage to purge their decision procedures of unconscious
biases, they will be left with biases of a strictly statistical nature. These statistical
biases lead to editorial decisions that favour more prominent research programmes,
so that inadvertently, the editors will contribute to an already existing tendency
towards a mono-culture in science. Our findings underline the challenges involved
in safeguarding a diversity of research programmes but they might also lead to
reorienting our efforts in this respect. We do not suggest to cease critical assessment
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of our proneness to unconscious bias, but we warn that other sources of a tendency
towards single-mindedness are at work. In the same vein, if a journal is seen to
promote a dominant programme to the detriment of others, this cannot be ascribed
simpliciter to biases at work in the editors.

The mathematical basis for our claims is found in psychometrics, more specif-
ically in the statistics that surrounds psychological tests. Borsboom et al. (2008)
prove that real latent differences between groups translate into different probabilities
for false positives and negatives in dichotomous testing. This has led psychometri-
cians to claim that such tests violate a requirement of fairness towards groups. We
draw a parallel to the problems with editing, although they are now cast in terms
of diversity rather than fairness. If the distribution of papers over latent quality has
a lower mean for less prominent programmes, fewer of its papers will make it into
a journal. The problem is: of those papers that do make it, a smaller proportion
will actually have the required quality, and of all the papers from the less prominent
programme that do have the required quality, a smaller proportion will be accepted
for publication. Worse, similar problems may arise when there are no real differences
in quality between the research programmes, but the editor is better informed about
one of them, e.g., because her own research is part of it.

Bypassing the mathematical detail of the arguments, the eventual conceptual
basis for the results is a familiar one, namely Simpson’s paradox (Simpson, 1951).
The paradox resides in the conflict between individual fairness, since papers are
judged on their individual merits, and unintended consequences on the aggregate
level, because programmes do not enjoy the same probability for false positives and
negatives. In brief, the cause is that from the more prominent programme we will
find proportionally fewer papers in the zone around the cut-off point on the scale
of latent quality, in which a judgment of latent quality is difficult. And mutatis
mutandis, we will also find fewer papers in the critical zone on the scale of editor
assessments, in which the actual quality of the paper is borderline.

These insights directly lead to our main recommendation for solving the problem.
Around the cut-off point editors must pay close attention to the quality of the papers,
thereby reducing the risk of falsely rejecting or accepting a paper precisely where
this risk is more pressing for the less prominent research programme. The insight
here is that the reduction of error in the critical zone does not only promote fairness
towards authors. It also contributes to healthy scientific diversity.
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Introduction and Motivation
Models of opinion dynamics in social epistemology tend to fall into one of two
classes: Either they are populated by agents who are motivated by finding the
truth, such as certain models of conformism in epistemic communities (Zollman,
2007), or are not explicitly motivated at all, such as the family of bounded-confidence
weighted averaging models by Hegselmann et al. (2002). However, as the model of
the division of cognitive labor and its relationship to individual incentives by Kitcher
(1990) exemplifies, the question of proper motivation and the potential for strategic
behavior needs to be more explicitly worked into models of opinion dynamics for
certain applications.

The reward system of science offers a simple example: It rewards both originality
and compliance with norms particular to subpopulations of the scientific community;
incentive structures that scientists can respond to in various fashions, and that will
lead to significantly different results given the behavioral choices. Therefore, a model
that explicitly states incentives for the dynamically evolving expression of opinion
– the observable component of opinion dynamics – is needed to complement more
coarse-grained models and behavioral assumptions normatively demanding on the
individual level.

A Simple Game-Theoretic Model
A simple game-theoretic model of opinion formation provides the natural start-
ing point for strategic opinion formation, that can be generalized later to a more
practically interesting agent-based model. The agents within the model have two
properties: First, there private belief b that never changes. Imagine it as deter-
mined, for example, by prior evidence. Second, the agents can choose the opinion
they are going to express, s, or in game theoretic terms, their strategy. In the fol-
lowing scenario the equilibrium behavior for the two following payoff functions will
be investigated:

pi(si) = −(si −
bi + ∑

j 6=i sj

n
)2 (1)

pi(si) = −
(bi − si)2 + ∑

j 6=i(si − sj)2)
n

(2)
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where n is the total number of agents. Informally, the equations can be understood
as paying the agent in the case of (1) to minimize the distance between its expressed
opinion and the average opinion observable, which combines its private with the
other agents’ public opinions. (2), on the other hand, pays the agent to minimize
the average distance to the set of observable opinions.1

A first interesting observation is that the equilibria are quite different for the
two payoff functions. Assume b = [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] being common knowledge. Then,
by differentiating and maximizing the pi, one can compute the equilibrium strat-
egy profile for (1) to be s = [0.4, 0.5, 0.6], for (2) s = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5].2 Thus, what
might appear as a slight difference in payoff functions makes the difference between
complete convergence and stable disagreement.

Before turning to the possibilities to be opened up by an agent-based simula-
tion model, one more remark on the already interesting implications of the simple
game theoretic model. Strategically operating agents can easily uphold disagree-
ment without simply disregarding competing opinions. However, the behavior is
highly sensitive to the exact reward scheme in place. At a first glance, both payoff
functions appear to reward integrating one’s own opinion with the socially available
alternatives. But the first one holds up a significant amount of diversity, while the
second one facilitates full convergence. Furthermore, if the extreme opinions are
asymmetric, the equilibrium under (1) is sensitive to that fact, while (2), which is
solved by the opinion median, is not. Once could also construct a wider variety of
individual payoff functions, but for reasons of behavioral simplicity and an interest
in the dynamical evolution of opinions, we will focus on an agent-based model next.

Heterogeneity and Bounded Rationality
At this point, only pilot simulations have been run to relax the assumptions of
the baseline game theoretic model, but some interesting results have already been
obtained. Mainly, the assumption of common knowledge of private beliefs can be
dropped in a group of naive best response learners using the payoff scheme defined
by (1)3 quickly finds the appropriate equilibrium, even from a random distribution
of initially expressed opinion s(0). The same does not hold true for the second payoff
scheme and more complicated population mixtures.

Furthermore, an unresponsive agent (similar to the role of a charismatic leader
in Hegselmann and Krause (2015)) will drive a population of simple conformists4

to its own private initial opinion, replicating the results of Hegselmann & Krause
under unbounded confidence. More to the point of the model, a naive best response
learner will achieve the same without completely ignoring the opinions of adapters
in intermediate time steps.

The flexibility of the framework allows the introductions of additional types of
1The squares are only there to make sure the signs are correct while keeping the functions

differentiable for maximization.
2It is also possible to get the same result in a sequential version of the game by backward

induction, as long as the common knowledge assumptions hold.
3Naive best response learners maximize the payoff function with respect to s(t) and pi to form

si(t + 1).
4Understood to be agents that compute their opinion at si(t + 1) as the average of s(t)
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Figure 1: A population of ten agents, b drawn from a beta distribution, s(0) drawn
uniformly at random. Population of conformists with one exaggerator (left) vs. one
cautious conformist (right). The thick line represents the opinion of the conformist
agents.

agents, like strategic exaggerators, i. e. agents who try to drive the process in
their preferred direction by intentionally misrepresenting their belief. Such strategic
behavior can lead, for example, to cyclical dynamics in the presence of an exag-
gerator. A simple version of an exaggerator will express s̄i 6=j + bi if s̄i 6=j < bi, and
s̄i 6=j − bi if the average opinion s̄i 6=j is larger than bi. Figure 1 depicts an example of
the phenomenon (left) and a population with a naive best response learner (labeled
cautious conformist) with Equation (1) as its payoff (right) for comparison. Since
there are plausible alternative ways to define exaggerators and other strategies, one
of the main tasks in modeling strategic opinion formation is to explore the set of
possible strategies available to boundedly rational agents, and investigate how they
fare in heterogeneous agent populations.

Besides these descriptive and explanatory questions, the model can also be ap-
plied to conditional normative questions. The distribution of private beliefs b can
be interpreted not only as non-analyzable individual opinion, but also as a noisy
signal for the value of some quantity of interest. Then, various strategies can be
investigated with respect to the question how successful they are in aggregating the
available information. Measures of accuracy such as the Brier score (Brier, 1950) are
at least formally easily transferable to groups of epistemic agents. However, there
are competing accuracy scores5 and also other norms to be considered. Of particular
interest is the robustness of various strategies in populations where truth-seekers are
mixed with nonepistemically motivated agents.

Research Questions
The application of an incentive-based modeling framework for two-leveled opinion
dynamics is targeted at achieving three different main goals:

1. Constructing a behaviorally more fine-grained model than traditional weighted-
5Levinstein (2012) argues directly against the rationality of the Brier score on the individual

level claimed by (Leitgeb and Pettigrew, 2010a,b).
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averaging models to generate potential explanations for various phenomena of
opinion formation.

2. Reproduce various patterns of opinion to identify conditions for total con-
vergence, diversity of opinions, cyclical patterns, order effects and other phe-
nomena, in particular to point out the effects of strategically heterogeneous
populations.

3. Provide a model apt to the evaluation according to a wide variety of collective
epistemic norms that can be either applied directly to the ensuing patterns
of expressed opinion (such as diversity) or norms that evaluate the emerging
patterns relative to the underlying distribution of private beliefs (such as linear
pooling as a normative standard).
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The “Reproducibility Project: Psychology” by the Open Science Collaboration
caused some stir among psychologists, methodologists as well as scientists, since less
than half of the replicated studies succeeded in reproducing the results of the original
ones. The APA has attributed this outcome to hidden moderators that rendered the
replications ineffective. Also publication bias and low power have been identified as
possible sources for such mismatch. While some analysts have provided formal con-
firmation for the plausibility of such explanations (Etz and Vandekerkhove, 2016),
others understand the failure of replication simply as a result of random error and
therefore see no real issue there (Stanley et al. 2014; Senn 2002). Finally, others have
insisted on the problem of noisy data and suggested that “to resolve the replication
crisis in science we may need to consider each individual study in the context of an
implicit meta-analysis” (Andrew Gelman, 2015; Marsman et al. 2017).

This talk tries to investigate these issues from a formal epistemology perspective,
for the following reasons: 1) Standard statistics have no instruments for incorporat-
ing second-order dimensions of evidence such as reliability, coherence/consistency
of observations, dependency structure of the body of evidence in the hypothesis
assessment; generally such considerations are addressed by up- or downgrading the
evidence, so that the overall judgment is a composite one: one part regards the
prima facie strength of the (body of) evidence supporting the investigated hypoth-
esis; the other one is about how reliable the evidence is – where reliability both
refers to accuracy (as opposed to random error), and internal validity (as opposed
to various kinds of systematic error); 2) Whereas the standard approach in the
received paradigm has relied on various indicators to assess various dimensions of
evidence such as quality and reliability (see for instance Wood et al. 2008, Rising
et al. 2008, Krauth et al. 2013), formal epistemology has a tradition in analyzing
the interaction of these various dimensions of evidence in contributing to hypothesis
(dis)confirmation (Bovens and Olsson, 2000; Bovens and Hartmann, 2003; Jönsson
et al. 2015, Landes, Osimani, Poellinger, 2017); 3) however, formal epistemology
has generally worked with rather abstract models of inference, that may differ in
relevant ways to how evidence is gathered and used in concrete scientific settings.
Hence we see it as a very fruitful research program to let both strands interact and
integrate their perspectives.

The talk draws on a joint work with (coauthor) where we provide a formal analy-
sis of these phenomena and try to explicitly model the influence of such second-order
evidential dimensions in hypothesis confirmation. For this we draw on Bovens and
Hartmann (2003), who show how belief in the reliability of the measuring instrument
interacts with the confirmatory support of consistent replications and produce vio-
lation of the Varied of Evidence Thesis, for some parameters space. Claveau (2013)
develops on this and introduces sources of positive and negative bias in the model.
We propose a model, which differs from both but incorporates their different con-
cerns as well as the intuitions coming from various simulation studies (Romero 2016,
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Stanley et al. 2014), bringing to light the opposing effects of random vs. systematic
error in repeated samplings with respect to measurement accuracy.

Our model delivers results that contrast with both Bovens and Hartmann (2003),
and Claveau (2013): When evidence is highly biased relatively speaking (bias much
larger than random error), then confirmation is greater for varied evidence. This
is in conflict with Bovens and Hartmann results where the VET fails for unreliable
evidence (in their sense of unreliability). Furthermore, when evidence is only weakly
biased, then the model favors replication; and for low values of both kind of errors,
the area where VET fails become negligible. These results fully account the results
displayed in the simulation studies by Romero (2016), and by Stanley et al. (2014).
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University of Belgrade

Our concern is how adequately one can constrain operational quantitative assess-
ments and metrics of scientific performance (e.g. citatometric analysis). Recently,
such assessments of the efficiency of scientific networks and organizations have be-
come a pillar of science policy-making that affects the organization of scientific
pursuit and its outcomes across scientific fields. Yet some major downsides of the
approach have emerged. We argue that certain inductive accounts of the reasoning
process in science can help thoughtfully constrain such assessments by identifying
appropriate contexts of their use on a case-by-case basis. Thus, convergence of var-
ious inductive analyses on reliability of a specific research pursuit would strongly
argue in favour of a justified application of the operational analysis of the scientific
network in which the pursuit is embedded. We demonstrate this with respect to the
case of experiments in high energy physics, and research of phylogeny in biology.

Operational and inductive approaches to the scientific pursuit
There are two broad approaches aiming to identify optimal conditions for generat-
ing scientific knowledge: operational (data-driven) and inductive (hypothesis-driven)
analysis of optimal practice of science. The first one (OA) seeks to identify opti-
mal organizational structure of the agents of scientific knowledge-production (re-
searchers, research groups, laboratories,...) by studying their properties (e.g. size of
groups, their diversity, their relations,...) in relation to the outcomes (e.g. publica-
tions, innovation, educational aims,...). The second one (IA) focuses on identifying
optimal inductive procedures the agents or communities use to generate reliable
knowledge. In other words, the IA aims to tell us how to optimize scientific con-
clusion acquisition, while OA tells how to optimize scientific groups to make best
conclusion acquisition. The approaches have mainly developed independently in
terms of their focus and methodology.

The main benefit of OA is its immediate applicability, since it is transparent
what it actually models. Its target is unambiguous; its scope is limited but precise,
while the results are immediately applicable. Yet, neither the advantages nor some
of its troubling key aspects have been examined conceptually in a satisfactory way.
Its downsides are rather typical of social sciences where research outcomes may have
a negative impact. (An illustrative example is studies that suggested publications
in most reputable journals are the way for scientists and institutes to promote their
career in an efficient way, which then led to implementation of this practice and in
turn damaged the overall efficiency of research.) Often murky metrics are applied
and loose analysis provided, and yet OA has powerful policy implications. And often
ignorance of potential downsides or rules of thumb motivates application of metrics.
Thus a concerted theoretical effort is needed to rectify this. Our analysis aims at
examining the limitations of OA and defining a concrete warning to potential users
by defining its epistemically responsible use.
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Relevant inductive approaches
One particular IA we will focus on stems primarily from Machine Learning Theory
(also known as simply “Learning Theory”). Here, optimality of reasoning process in
a scientific pursuit is tied to reliability and convergence to the truth. Its tools for
modeling procedures of reasoning and search for their optimality have been Learning
Theory, Casual Networks analysis, and use of neural networks analysis.

The other relevant approach is hypothesis-driven use of simulations, in combi-
nation with decision theory. It is a hypothetical approach in terms of its tools the
way the inductive approach is hypothetical, but it aims at tangible albeit abstract
quantitative results of modeling (i.e. simulations of) scientific networks. It measures
reliability and efficiency (time of solving a task) of a pursuit. The simulation results
are taken to be relevant to, and informative models of actual scientific networks.

Using IA to constrain OA
Case 1: Experimentation in high energy particle physics (HEP)
The conservation of momentum/energy physics principle is the baseline principle of
inductive reasoning in HEP and as such the baseline of any inductive analysis, in-
cluding the one based on the Learning Theory. In this area of experimental physics,
the convergence on the results is quick, it is stable, and relevant over long periods of
time (decades). First, the IA approach based on the Learning theory demonstrates
that this state of affairs is a result of a reliable pursuit; thus, based on this induc-
tive analysis the operational analysis in this case is favourably qualified as its use
depends on the time-scales of convergence on the experimental results when revision
of beliefs is justifiably minimized. Second, the graph simulations suggest that the
optimal trade-off between reliability and duration of the experiments is realistic in
the pursuit. Thus, this favourable convergence of these two approaches argues for
a justified use of citatometric tools in the analysis of organizational structure of
scientific networks in HEP (e.g. size of teams/efficiency ratio). We briefly present
results of such an analysis.
Case 2: Phylogeny research in biology
In biology the time scales of convergence on the experimental results are typically
much longer than in HEP, which make our kind of analysis more tenuous. Analogous
to the conservation principle in HEP, the parsimony principle is a base-line principle
in phylogeny research, which states that ‘all other things being equal, the best
hypothesis is the one that requires the fewest evolutionary changes’. As biologists
themselves happen to use Learning Theory analysis to parse the data, we use the
results to assess the reliability of the pursuit, and compare these findings with the
results of relevant graph simulations, in order to assess whether this particular case
is adequate for the operational analysis.
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Relevance, Similarity, and Analogy in
Pharmacology – a Bayesian Reconstruction July 18

11:30
Roland Poellinger

Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich

Pharmacological research is often driven by many forces at once: Cost effec-
tiveness must be balanced against extensive data-collecting, potential risk against
probable benefit, and breadth of applicability against well-documented higher con-
fidence for smaller target groups. Many such decisions must be taken during the
development stages of a certain drug before the desired effectiveness and safety level
is reached and the drug is allowed to be marketed. A language for expressing both
benefit and safety is found in the probabilistic language of expected utilities and
dis-utilities. Nevertheless, the formalization of a given decision problem in such vo-
cabulary can only be as informative about future drug users as the evidence it is
rooted in. Yet, whether it is all the evidence about the drug’s effects that is to be
taken into consideration, or only the best evidence available, is the subject of an
ongoing discussion in the philosophy of medicine. A recent paper by [anonymous
authors] explores the possibility of amalgamating all available evidence in a Bayesian
reconstruction of scientific inference for the integrated probabilistic assessment of a
drug’s causal (side-)effects.

One important justification of the confirmatory support a piece of evidence lends
to a given hypothesis (by virtue of it being evidence for an indicator of the very
hypothesis) is the postulate (or implicit assumption) of analogy between the cir-
cumstances generating the evidence and the hypothesis’ intended (future) scope of
application. Sir Austin Bradford Hill lists analogy as one of his famous guidelines
towards an informed assessment of potential causes in epidemiology:

In some circumstances it would be fair to judge by analogy. With the
effects of thalidomide and rubella before us we would surely be ready to
accept slighter but similar evidence with another drug or another viral
disease in pregnancy. (Hill, 1965, p. 11)

Key to employing the concept of analogy in the context of scientific reasoning is
the distinction of the conceptual levels involved (along the lines of (Bovens and Hart-
mann, 2013)): (i) the causal hypothesis, Hyp, (ii) testable indicators of the causal
claim, i.e., theoretical consequences of the causal hypothesis, Ind, and (iii) concrete
data, Rep, interpreted as evidence speaking for or against the respective indicators
(thereby indirectly supporting the hypothesis, or not) at a certain level of signifi-
cance relative to the question asked (iv). Moreover, the causal modeling framework
provides the inner structure for the hypothesis and allows for expansion of Hyp to
“drug D causes side-effect E in causal model M within context U”. Within this
multi-layered reconstruction of scientific inference, the concept of Bayesian confir-
mation can be utilized to formulate precisely how a causal hypothesis about a drug’s
potentially harmful side-effects is confirmed or disconfirmed. The aim of this paper
is to explore different analogy-based, confirmatory inference patterns with respect
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to their justification in pharmacological risk assessment. By relating formal expli-
cations of similarity, analogy, and analog simulation, two sources of confirmatory
support for a causal hypothesis are distinguished in reconstruction:

1. Inference from relevant reports: When the conditions of a given study
correspond to the intended application of the investigated hypothesis, reports
about the study are marked as relevant for the hypothesis, thus facilitating
knowledge transfer from evidence to hypothesis. Towards that aim, study and
target conditions are broken into three components: the drug itself (D), the
causal model implicit in the hypothesis (M), and the respective population
(U). Pair-wise comparison is based on a similarity measure to be chosen w.r.t.
the nature of the investigation; e.g., the components might be compared using
a geometric measure of similarity as given by the distance between property
vectors like in the example case.

2. Inference from established causal knowledge: In the case of analogical
inference from a second well-tested hypothesis Hyp∗, the connection between
source and target is not established via similarity but across a syntactic isomor-
phism between the hypotheses’ consequence sets, i.e., a theoretical mapping
on the indicator level (along the concept of analog simulation, as discussed
in (Dardashti et al., 2016)). Once this bridge is defined (motivated and jus-
tified by model-external empirically grounded arguments), evidence for Hyp∗
(the established hypothesis) will also boost confidence in Hyp (the hypothesis
under investigation).

While this talk focuses on hypothesis testing for the purpose of risk assessment
in pharmacology, the second pattern in the list above make the role of analogical
reasoning in the formulation of a hypothesis obvious. In tracing the confirmatory
support of heterogeneous evidence across distinct epistemological categories, the
collection of modules presented in this paper may precisely serve as a toolbox for
scientific justification in the dialog between hypothesis testing and theory revision.
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We take an in-depth look at the dynamics of discrimination and academic collab-
oration. Using formal modeling, we show that discrimination can arise even without
any individual exhibiting any bias. Further, this discrimination can lead members
of different social groups to mostly collaborate with in-group members, decreasing
the effective diversity of the social network. Following Longino (1990) and Hard-
ing (1991) among others, we argue that this decrease in the diversity of scientific
collaborations may negatively impact the progress of epistemic communities.

In part, our analysis is inspired by two empirical results. First, in epistemic com-
munities, certain minority groups âĂŞ such as women and people of color âĂŞ may
get less credit for joint work (West et al., 2013). Second, minority group members
are less likely to collaborate with member of the majority social group and often
cluster in sub-disciplines (Botts et al., 2014). Part of our question is: are these sets
of results related? Does inequity in academic collaboration lead members of certain
groups to self-segregate and thus decrease the effective diversity of collaborative
teams? It is notoriously difficult to generate empirical data testing cultural evolu-
tionary pathways. To explore these questions, we instead employ game theoretic
models. Such models start with a game, or a simplified representation of a strategic
interaction.

To represent division of labor and credit between academic collaborators, we use
the Nash demand game. This game involves two agents who divide a resource by
each demanding some portion of it. We argue that this is a good representation of
academic collaboration. Because academic collaboration involves joint action which
increases productivity, it creates a resource of surplus credit compared to solo work
(Bruner and O’Connor, 2015). However, this joint action necessitates two types of
bargaining. First, actors must decide who will do how much work on the project.
Second, actors must determine author order as a proxy for credit. The demands
in the game, then, are best understood as requests for author position relative to
the amount of work done. An actor who, for example, does the lionâĂŹs share of
the work and requests first authorship makes a fair demand. One who does more
work, and requests second authorship makes a low demand, demanding less of the
resource, while one who does less work and requests first authorship makes a high
demand, demanding more of the resource. If the demands are compatible, each
agent gets what she requested. If the demands exceed the total resource (e.g. if two
agents make high demands), collaboration breaks down on the assumption that they
cannot peacefully agree on a division.

Suppose we have a population with two social groups – women and men, for
example, or black and white people. Suppose further that actors can condition
their choice of strategy on the group membership of an interactive partner. In a
cultural evolutionary scenario, this induces a situation where separate norms can
emerge within and between groups. We follow authors like Young (1993) in labeling
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emergent patterns of group level behavior as ‘norms’, though this is obviously a
thin representation of real world norms. Within groups, agents will most often
learn to all make fair demands of their in-group members. One of three things will
happen between groups. Either the groups will come to make fair demands from
each other, or else one group will learn to always make high demands and the other
to always make low demands when meeting out-group members. We take these two
latter sorts of outcomes to represent discriminatory norms as actors treat in- and
out-group members differently, to the detriment of one group.

We look at the emergence of these discriminatory norms, particularly the norm
where the members of the majority group discriminate against members of the mi-
nority group. We start by looking at the emergence of discriminatory norms in
fixed collaboration networks, networks where the collaborations each agent has are
determined at the start and do not change over time. Such norms commonly evolve,
and minority status alone can make it more likely for a social group to be disadvan-
taged by bargaining norms. Further, these biased norms arise without individuals
exhibiting any bias (the random distribution of starting strategies is determined by
the same probability function for both in- and out-groups, i.e. there is no precon-
ceived notion that the other group deserves less). Next, we explore the endogenous
emergence of collaboration networks in a population that already has discriminatory
norms, finding that such networks tend to become segregated to the point where
there are no collaborations across groups. Lastly, we examine the simultaneous
co-evolution of discrimination and collaboration, where we see partially segregated
networks arise, with some members of the majority group discriminating against the
minority group.

Our results suggest a connection between evidence that minority group mem-
bers receive less credit in collaborations and evidence that they tend to collaborate
within their own social identity group. Our results also suggest a process by which
academic communities will spontaneously un-diversify in the face of discriminatory
bargaining norms. Furthermore, they suggest that such norms can spontaneously
emerge in academic communities under many conditions, and are more likely to
impact minority groups. To ensure the diversity of epistemic communities and col-
laborations may take concerted effort to fight the social dynamical forces that divide
social groups.
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The Non-Epistemic Origins of Research
Strongholds July 19

15:00
Mike D Schneider

The University of California, Irvine

The goal of the present project is to investigate how homophily, the tendency for
individuals who co-identify to preferentially associate with each other, manifests as
a causal factor in the dispersion of new practices across diverse communities. Specif-
ically of interest are scientific communities, i.e. communities whose very existence is
predicated on the production of increasingly sophisticated knowledge claims about
particular features of the world. These communities, by virtue of their epistemic
commitments, manifest an external measure by which to study how social dynamics
like those driven by homophily matter to the success of the community.

Pointing out that social identity matters in scientific communities is nothing
new (e.g. Nelson (1993); Fehr (2011)), but so far there has been little explicit work
toward identifying how it is that homophily can matter to the success of epistemic
communities. I find that two distinct species of homophily that are present in the
history of science can, in conjunction with one another, lead to the formation of
research strongholds, preventing the spread of more appealing scientific practices
from a minority population to the community at large.

First, I rehearse three historical cases from the literature to motivate a reading
of homophily in scientific communities as being comprised of two distinct species.
The first of these species of homophily, which I call sociological homophily, refers to
the empirical observation that there tend to be fewer regular information channels
across social identity groups than there are within social identity groups. The second
species of homophily, which I call normative homophily, refers to the existence of
a normative pressure to conform to the research choices of those within one’s peer
group. I argue that the conjunction of these two species of homophily has historically
carried negative epistemic consequences, at least across the three cases considered.

Since historical investigations are largely silent on the subject of how it is that
homophily can do what it seems to do, I then develop a formal model of homophily
in scientific communities. In particular, I introduce a multi-type random network
model of scientific collaborations that is sensitive to both species of homophily, in
which agents play coordination games with each of their collaborators, i.e. each
of their neighbors in the network. In the model, sociological homophily amongst
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researchers induces a particular sort of collaboration structure throughout the sci-
entific community and, by virtue of this induced network structure, normative ho-
mophily is then capable of functioning as a causal mechanism affecting a variety of
social epistemic phenomena that depend on the coordination of activities amongst
collaborators.

Results of agent-based simulations of the model across a wide parameter space
show how the presence of homophily in a scientific community gives rise to non-
trivial epistemic consequences concerning the dispersion of research practices (and
with those practices, the spread of beliefs and knowledge claims) throughout the
community. In particular, I show how the presence of homophily in a scientific
community gives rise to segregated research strongholds, making it both less likely
that the community converges to the more appealing of two choices of research
practices and more likely that the community stays indefinitely divided. Although
these results are unhappy when research strongholds are based on social identity, I
conclude with a discussion of a slightly different model, in which the formation of
research strongholds is epistemically motivated, in the spirit of preserving epistemic
diversity (Strevens, 2003; Zollman, 2010). This leaves open the question of how it
is that a particular scientific community might transform from one that features
the unhappy research strongholds into one that features the epistemically defensible
ones.
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Since Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962), the picture of sci-
ence as a knowledge-accumulating enterprise has been subject to a challenge. The
need arose for arguments towards the rationality of deep conceptual change, as well
as for pinpointing what exactly it is that is preserved when we move from an old
theory to the new one. In the process, due to a large extent to Kuhn’s way of for-
mulating his claims, a lot of misunderstanding arose when it comes both to what
Kuhn’s actual position was and what the problem of incommensurability really is
supposed to amount to (and whether it is a problem at all).

A recent example of such a misunderstanding (I will argue) comes from the
proponents of conceptual spaces as a framework for representing scientific theories.
This new kind of answer to the incommensurability challenge has been put forward
by Zenker and Gärdenfors (2014), who claim that the whole problem can be dissolved
once scientific theories are thought of as based on conceptual frameworks represented
geometrically as multi-dimensional metric spaces. Together with claiming to have
solved Kuhn’s original problem, these two authors also take issue with the Friedman
(2001) project of addressing Kuhn’s challenge, which located the source of rationality
of deep conceptual change within the meta-philosophical discourse. However, a
closer look at the authors’ claims reveals that their proposal does not achieve exactly
what they set out to do.

Zenker and Gärdenfors maintain that the theory of conceptual spaces can provide
precisely the discursive means that Friedman calls for in his analysis of conceptual
continuity needed for rational theory choice. They argue that once scientific the-
ories and frameworks they are based on are represented as conceptual spaces, the
incommensurability brought about by referential divergence between the terms of
the two theories disappears and, moreover, no need is left for the level of the philo-
sophical frameworks to explain the communicative success of scientists in times of
deep conceptual change.

I will start by demonstrating that a lot of Zenker and Gärdenfors’s claims rest on
a misinterpretation of both Kuhn and Friedman’s work (in the talk, this point will
be made brief, in order to keep the presentation more systematic than exegetical).
Secondly, I argue that, as it stands, the proposal is too weak to provide a meaningful
criterion for what it means to become an option that the proponents of the old theory
can entertain as a conceivable new alternative. I show that the criterion they offer
is so general that it becomes vacuous, not excluding any options whatsoever, and
hence failing to recognize the incommensurability problem altogether.

Zenker and Gärdenfors suggest that their proposal (i.e. conceiving of conceptual
frameworks as spatial structures whose dynamics follow the five kinds of changes
described by them) provides sufficient means to show how the new framework can
be seen as communicatively rational from the point of view of the old framework –
without the need to evoke argumentation based on philosophical meta-paradigms.
There are two ways of understanding what “being a rational option” means in this
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context, to a large extent coinciding with the distinction between instrumental and
communicative rationality, as developed by Friedman.

Zenker and Gärdenfors assume that only in the first, stronger, case reasons need
to be given in the decision process, while in the second case the choice to include
the new framework in the space of possibilities does not have to be supported by
reasons (2014, n. 15). And for them it is enough for the new framework to be a
rational possibility in the second sense if that framework is presented through a
spatial representation. However, that is not the case. Before an argument can be
given for why the new framework is a rational all-things-considered (to use their
own phrase) best option to choose, that framework needs to appear as an option
to be considered at all. And the latter, on the pain of irrationality (due to the
severity of the conceptual discontinuity), cannot be done without an argument of
some sort. The new framework simply being there, spatially represented or not,
would not suffice for an argument establishing it as a reasonable option.

Moreover, the notion of continuity arising from their proposal concerning the
kinds of changes that conceptual spaces can undergo, is so general that it ends up
being trivial. For, given the current list of spacial changes to conceptual spaces,
every space can be seen as a result of applying a number of the described trans-
formations to any other space. That is, any space could be seen as a reasonable
continuation of any other space, were we to take that notion of spatial continuity
as a warrant for communicative rationality. Friedman’s notion of “being a ratio-
nal and responsible continuation” is meant to be weaker than all-things-considered
rationality of a final commitment to a theory, but surely it is not meant to be so
weak that it is meaningless. Being a geometrical possibility in the proposed system is
too weak of a notion to be equated with being a communicatively rational possibility.

In my paper, I do not engage with the question of whether conceptual spaces
are a satisfactory model of conceptual frameworks of scientific theories in the first
place. Although I believe that such a claim still needs to be substantiated, I grant
this assumption to the authors. After all, if it could be shown that conceptual spaces
really could give us the answer to incommensurability, it would provide even more
of a reason to work towards a full representation of theories in this framework. As
I show, however, this optimism comes a little prematurely.
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Philosophers of science have proposed various models of scientific cooperation
that analogize science to the market and scientists to self-interested entrepreneurs.
Michael Polanyi, for instance, describes science as a “republic” where scientists
spontaneously organize themselves through “coordination by mutual adjustment”
(Polanyi 2000, p. 4) and Alan Walstad argues that “scientific inquiry is charac-
terized by a market” organized according to the same principles as the traditional
market (Walstad 2002, p. 9).

This purported spontaneous organization is often explained as a result of self-
interested scientists pursuing recognition through citation. David Hull argues that
the central exchange relation in science is the exchange of credit for support (Hull
1988), and Barry Barnes claims that recognition through citation “is quite literally
the currency of the reward system of the academic scientific community” (Barnes
1985, p. 46). Philip Kitcher goes so far as to model the decision of a scientist to
borrow another’s work a tradeoff between the increase to one’s chances of success
against the decrease in credit one will receive for that success as the result of citation
(Kitcher 1993, p. 327).

Accounts of science as a spontaneously organizing activity mediated by exchange
through citation have been widely criticized (Thicke 2016). Hands (1995) for ex-
ample argues that formal models of science share all of the problems of formal
economic models, such as methodological individualism and a lack of dynamism.
Solomon (2001) argues that scientists make decisions for a wide variety of reasons
beyond pecuniary self-interest, contrary to the assumptions of entrepreneurial ac-
counts. And Fuller (2001) observes that, unlike similar models of the traditional
economy, economic models of science have no (or very little) empirical support. If
formal models of science are to be fruitful, this last objection most of all must be
met.

Formal models of scientific inquiry can be somewhat revealing even if they are
not subjected to empirical scrutiny. They can, for instance, serve as possibility argu-
ments: Kitcher’s models show that it is possible that self-interested scientists might
self-organize in superior ways to “altruistic” scientists (Kitcher 1993). And such
arguments need not be so optimistic: Using computer simulation, Romero (2016)
shows that under plausible assumptions scientific communities with mild biases can
converge upon mistaken consensuses. However, it is difficult to make progress in our
understanding of science beyond the realm of possibility without empirical tests. For
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instance, Muldoon and Weisberg (2010) argue that Kitcher’s positive results disap-
pear under the plausible assumption that scientists’ have limited knowledge of each
others’ activities. Is Kitcher’s model where scientists have perfect knowledge of
each other’s choices more realistic or is Muldoon and Weisberg’s model with limited
vision closer to reality? Arguments could be made on both sides, but I see little
prospect of making progress without trying to determine how real scientists interact
and observe their peers.

Citation analysis offers a promising avenue to subject formal and abstract models
of science to empirical scrutiny. If citations really do serve as a currency of science
facilitating cooperation between scientists, that ought to be evident in the structure
of citations linking scientific papers. Citations can also serve as a measure of visibil-
ity: they can inform us about how aware scientists are of the work of others, both
within and beyond their discipline. They can also potentially inform us about how
scientific recognition and rewards accrue, and what strategies scientists might em-
ploy in the pursuit of recognition (For instance, how important for future citations
is it to have your paper cited early by a prominent scientist in your field?).

My project attempts to inform models of scientific inquiry through citation anal-
ysis of climate science. There are a number of ways that the citation record ought to
reflect cooperation between scientists. For instance, following the chain of citations
from IPCC reports ought to connect, at some stage, with a large portion of climate
research. If this is not the case, then it suggests that either many climatologists are
not pursuing a shared project, or they are doing so inefficiently. There also ought to
be robust links between disciplines between different disciplines. If there are not, it
suggests that scientists are not cooperating towards one project but instead are pur-
suing parallel projects. In particular, papers that make explicit climate predictions,
such as papers reporting the results of global climate models, ought to be drawing
from a number of disciplines. Finally, there ought to be evidence that papers that do
get cited outside of their discipline accrue citations at a much faster rate than those
that do not; this would suggest that there are good incentives for climate scientists
to aim their work at researchers beyond their narrow specialty.

My talk will present initial results from a study of citation patterns in a database
of papers gathered from several repositories (Crossref, Elsevier, Wiley, the American
Meteorological Society, and Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics) along with papers
cited by IPCC Assessment Reports. I will show how grouping papers by keywords
and performing some statistical analysis it is possible to make conclusions about the
organization of climate science. In particular, I will show how this sheds light on the
cooperation of climate modelers and experimentalists through parameterizations.
This methodology shows one potential way that citation analysis can inform abstract
models of science.
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Abstract:

In this paper I defend a game-theoretic approach to the understanding of the
social construction of scientific knowledge; such an approach has two fundamental
virtues from a ‘rationalist’ point of view: in the first place, the game-theoretic,
rational-choice approach allows to model in an explicit way the factors determining
the scientists’ decisions, as well as the interdependences between them, without
dressing all this in a mystifying rhetoric which tends to obscure the analysis more
than to illuminate it; secondly, instead of launching a non-contestable accusation of
lack of objectivity and rationality to the products and methods of scientific research,
economic models point to the specific shortcomings (i.e., inefficiencies) of certain
social mechanisms of research, and towards those changes in the modelled situations
that would promote efficiency in the pursuit of scientists’ goals. The basic principles
of this approach are the following. In the first place, it points to scientists’ actions
or decisions as the basic elements of what has to be explained, i.e., why do scientists
do what they do, and in the way they do it; this does not mean that other aspects of
scientific constructs (e.g., the structure of theories, the connections between models
and observations) fall out of the scope of a game-theoretic explanations, for we can
ask, say, why do scientists choose theories with a certain structure, virtues, etc.
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Secondly, a rational choice approach forces to explicitly consider the goals scientists
are pursuing through their actions, as well as the information, capabilities and social
mechanisms that allow them to reach those goals to the extent they do. Lastly, what
a game theoretic approach more characteristically adds to this is the idea that, as
long as the actions of other colleagues (or other relevant actors) influence the possible
gains a scientist can expect from her own decisions, the social situations that we
will expect to observe will be what is traditionally known as a Nash equilibrium,
i.e., a situation in which the strategy each agent is choosing is a best response to
the decisions the other agents are making. The paper illustrates this strategy with
three different cases:

Scientific standards: many philosophers have longly discussed the virtues a sci-
entific claim must have in order to become acceptable (e.g., ‘degree of confirmation’,
‘corroboration’, ‘verisimilitude’, ‘simplicity’, ‘predictive capacity’, and so on), but,
since these properties come in degrees, we can reasonably ask how do scientists ac-
tually determine the minimum level of those virtues a claim must have so that its
acceptance by the community becomes ‘compulsory’; or, stated otherwise, when will
a ‘competing’ scientists be ‘forced’ to recognise that the claim proposed by a rival
is ‘right’. The fact that every possible standard (or ‘quality level’) that might be
chosen affects the chances a researcher has of ‘winning’ the race for a discovery, is
a sufficient reason for scientists to have a preference for some particular standard
over the other alternatives. A rational scientists should hence prefer the standard
that maximises a utility function in which ‘winning’ a discovery race has some non-
negligible weight.

‘Theory’ choice: Not all scientific claims within a field are ‘compulsory’ (in the
sense that, if you do not accept them, you will not be given your degree in chem-
istry, say; there are also claims it is compulsory not to accept them, in this sense),
but many are a matter of choice to some level. The famous ‘underdetermination of
theories’ thesis is just a formal justification of that practice, though its name is mis-
leading in that it does not only apply to real theories, but to any type of scientific
claim, from experimental reports to megaparadigms. The problem is that saying
that logic is not sufficient to determine the choice of a theory does not help us to
know what do these choices depend actually on: are these factors ‘social interests’,
‘cognitive biases’, or just a matter of ‘mob psychology’? The game theoretic ap-
proach allows to say that, as long as the profitability for a researcher of accepting a
claim depends on who else in her community is also accepting it, then the only stable
situations will be those that constitute an equilibrium, in the sense that everybody
is making her best choice given the ones made by the rest. In general, there will only
be a few equilibria in each case, and sudden changes from a situation to other are
possible (‘scientific revolutions’?), but it is also possible to proof that, as long as the
profitability of accepting a claim depends even very partially on how good the claim
is according to the epistemic standards, then it can be expected that ‘better’ claims
will have a tendency to become more ‘popular’ as their epistemic quality improves.

The ‘construction’ of an empirical fact: It is almost a platitude from science
studies that the way in which empirical ‘discoveries’ are presented is the result of
a ‘negotiation’. This entails, at least, that an empirical finding can be presented in
more than one way. But this does not entail in any sense that all those ways are
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equally good for every agent engaged in the ‘negotiation’; rather on the contrary, if
they were equally good, there will be no negotiation at all (which is usually costly),
for the mere flip of a coin will be enough to select an interpretation or other. Game
theoretical modelling of the situation allows to see how the interests and preferences
of the different ‘negotiators’ induce a distinction between those interpretations that
cannot be the outcome of the negotiation, and those that can; it also shows some
ways in which the outcome can be judged as efficient or not, and, furthermore, it
allows to devise institutions that may improve those outcomes.
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